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A financial service company starts a cloud migration



About Us

Tamira Horn works as an IT Security Administrator at SüdLeasing. 
Securing the company's IT infrastructure is one of her daily tasks.

As an administrator for complex firewall systems, endpoint security, 
SIEM, as well as network segregation, she knows the infrastructure 
down to the smallest detail.

Since SüdLeasing started with a cloud initiative, Tamira's interest is 
particularly strong in the area of cloud security. For various teams, she 
is the established bridge between data center and cloud security.

Thorsten Jakoby is a consultant for IT-Architectures and Cloud 
Technologies at Novatec in Germany.

He is currently a cloud security architect for a highly regulated 
customers in Germany. 

As (ISC)² Certified Cloud Security Professional, Thorsten joins Novatec’s 
customers on their journey to successful cloud migrations.

@jakobyte1024@4dminasecuretti

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tamira-horn-b00867137/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/thorsten-jakoby-069014b4/
https://www.youracclaim.com/badges/65d20c62-b40e-47cf-8f2a-0db502795705/public_url


About our employers



Cloud Strategy

please, not a data center 
facsimile in the cloud 



50 years of IT at SüdLeasing



Why cloud ?

To focus on business value !
To modernize !
To compete !
To improve !



Align the cloud strategy

Put reasonably as much responsibility 
into the Cloud Platform as possible

- the less VM-level the better

- platform must enable SüdLeasing to 
code valuable applications instead of 
hosting infrastructure

- make scaling possible 
(in terms of teams, apps, load, 
costs, availability, self-service, etc)



AWS ?
Azure ?
Google Cloud Platform ?
IBM Cloud ?

Multi Cloud ?
Let’s find a good fit !



Cloud & IT 
Compliance
A Taste Of 2021



Finance industry in Europe 
and Germany is regulated.

Many laws apply.
Many compliance topics. 

Let’s see some…



BaFin - Federal Financial Supervisory Authority

- Financial regulatory authority for 
Germany

- supervision for 1555 banks, 1889 
financial service companies, 551 
insurance companies and 6933 
Fonds

- SüdLeasing is one of those 1889 
companies



BaFin - Federal Financial Supervisory Authority

- “BAIT” 
(Bankenaufsichtliche Anforderungen 
an die IT) are requirements and 
instructions for IT departments 
defined by BaFin

- Strategy, Governance, Risk 
Management, IAM, IT Operations 
and many more things are defined 
on a high level.

- There is no comprehensive 
instruction “how to use and go for 
public cloud”.

- “BAIT” kind of “collides” with the 
nature of public cloud, especially 
PaaS and SaaS

- SüdLeasings cloud architecture 
must be audited and certified



General Data Protection Regulation

- All SüdLeasing systems must 
comply EU’s GDPR

- Cloud security architecture must 
support and enforce

- encryption at rest
- encryption in transit
- audit logging
- report data breaches
- ...



So if the platform 
architecture takes serious 
and certified care of 
compliance ...

… then we are good to go ? 





SCHREMS II 

- July 2020: 
the European Court of Justice 
(CJEU) struck down the EU-US 
Privacy Shield.

- Unrestricted EU-US company data 
flow including personal data is not 
fully compliant to EU laws.

- Using non-EU cloud provider is a 
risk and not possible with default 
setup.

Source: datenschutz-generator.de 

https://datenschutz-generator.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/eugh-datentransfers-usa-dsgvo-datenschutz-generator-schwenke-privacy-shield.png




Cloud Security first

- SüdLeasing decided to start over 
with Cloud Security as soon as 
possible.

- Let’s repeat that, because it’s 
definitely unusual: 

Security will not kick in shortly 
before the GoLive. It is an essential 
part of SüdLeasing’s cloud platform

- Zero trust is the fundamental of the 
following architecture



Building Platform Team

- The platform will be built by a 
dedicated team

- Cross functional, if possible

- Again, SüdLeasing decided put 
serious effort into the strategy

- Team members:
- Datacenter operators
- Software engineers
- Database administrators
- Network specialist
- Security administrators
- Consultants



The Platform

- 3 to 5 representative SüdLeasing 
applications as “minimum 
technology and connectivity 
benchmark”

- Soft technology migration for 
engineering teams



Cloud Security 
Baseline
Put as much responsibility as 
possible into the platform



Where’s the firewall ?!

- Datacenter specialists like Firewalls 
:-) …

- … and expect them

- One essential task was to shift the 
mindset from 

“secure that with firewall” 
into 

“zero trust architecture”



Where’s the firewall ?!

- Cloud security is more than firewalls 
and endpoint protection

- [...] 
all the traditional security domains 
remain.
But the nature of 

risks, 
roles,
responsibilities,
and implementation of controls 

change. 
Often dramatically
[...] 



Where’s the firewall ?!

- Good baseline is to start with 
Cloud Security Alliance Security 
Guidance

- Our security architecture will 
consider all domains.

- We’ll share some of our 
implementations in this talk

https://downloads.cloudsecurityalliance.org/assets/research/security-guidance/security-guidance-v4-FINAL.pdf
https://downloads.cloudsecurityalliance.org/assets/research/security-guidance/security-guidance-v4-FINAL.pdf


Identity Access Management
Why assume compromised leads to many role assignments



Know your architecture before others know...

- There will be many resources in our 
platform.

We should know them explicitly.

- Kubernetes Clusters
- Container
- Functions
- Databases
- Virtual networks
- …



… and assume it compromised

- Assume that attackers compromised 
a cloud platform resource.
Application container, for example.

- Attackers will try to find access to 
another resources. A cluster VM or a 
database server, for example.

- It is crucial to isolate permissions of 
any resource. 
Assume compromised, remember  
lateral movement.

- See: CSA Blogpost

https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/blog/2021/05/25/cloud-lateral-movement-breaking-in-through-a-vulnerable-container


Explicit IAM 

- API driven nature of cloud allows to 
manage communication boundaries 
to resources

- Baseline: no resource is allowed to 
communicate with others

- Each application and it’s resources 
will be decoupled with Tenants, 
Subscriptions and Resource Groups.

- All of them need explicit allow listing 
in pipelines and infrastructure as.

- In best case, no developer will enter 
Azure Portal



Security Information and Event Management
what’s going on in my platform ?



Vision: Security Operations Center



Vision: Security Operations Center



Security Information and Event Management

- SIEM is fundamental to build up an 
security operations center

- Cloud security architecture enforces 
log push to SIEM

- Tricky: enforce logs not only for 
apps. But also for PaaS and SaaS 
components



Security Information and Event Management

- Wanted: a SIEM to recieve logs 
from many technologies

- We decided to use an ELK-Stack 
configured as SIEM

- Data Engineers are analyzing, 
creating alerts, rules and many 
black SIEM magic



SIEM Integration PaaS

- Many applications will run in 
Kubernetes cluster

- Engineer teams should not be 
responsible to push logs into SIEM

- Further, Kubernetes logs are also 
relevant for building up security 
context

- So we’ll push all logs to SIEM, 
enrolled by Infrastructure As Code



SIEM Integration PaaS

- fluentbit input plugins to collect all 
container logs

- fluentbit output plugins push logs to 
SIEM’s Elasticsearch



SIEM Integration PaaS

- Platform’s IaC setup enforces 
fluentbit deployment

- Each stage and cluster will push all 
logs to SIEM



SIEM Integration PaaS

- The platform is not only on 
Kubernetes. There are much more 
components.

- There is no “too much” when 
building security forensics context

- We need to add as much logs as 
possible.

- Cloud provider offer huge options, 
we just need to integrate them.



SIEM Integration PaaS



SIEM Integration SaaS

- SaaS brings often isolated logging. 
Example: Microsoft Dataverse

- Several systems offer OData 
endpoints for audit logs. 

- Low-Code functions (Logic App) 
queries endpoints and will push logs 
to SIEM



Revisit: Security Operations Center



IAM and Troubleshooting
Firefighter mode



Troubleshooting

- DevOps teams need access to 
runtime environments often.

- Once a team learned Kubernetes, 
opening port-forward or tailing logs 
becomes usual when analyzing 
problems.

- How to do so in highly isolated 
environments ?



Troubleshooting

- Let’s combine our tools:

explicit IAM +
Pipelines + 
Infrastructure As Code + 
Configuration As Code

= isolated temporary audited 
troubleshooting environment



Firefighter mode

- As a firefighter, temporary 
authenticated users are able to 
connect to environments.

- They are explicitly authorized to 
analyze and fix issues, for example 
on PROD clusters.

- Once the mission is done, access 
will automatically be terminated

- Access must be approved and will 
be audited. All steps applied by 
pipelines.



Firefighter mode



Firewall



Firewall in zero trust ?

- In theory, Zero-trust applied 
architectures may not need 
firewalls.

- But at least preventing DDoS can be 
done with managed firewalls.

- So, there is a firewall in our 
architecture :-) 



Application Gateway + WAF

- Managed Application Gateway offers 
many integration aspects

- Ingress controller for 
Kubernetes

- Routes to VMs

- Publish FaaS

- Defines single entry point

- Web Application Firewall option

- Log streaming to SIEM :-)



Summary



Big Picture



What’s next ?





Novatec Consulting GmbH
Bertha-Benz-Platz 1
D-70771 Leinfelden-Echterdingen

T. +49 711 22040-700
info@novatec-gmbh.de
www.novatec-gmbh.de 
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Managing Consultant
Thorsten Jakoby

thorsten.jakoby@novatec-gmbh.de
    @jakobyte1024



Encryption



Chain Of Trust 



Encryption In Transit



Encryption At Rest



Key Management



Application Code Security



Container Scans



Attack Demo



a taste of BC/DR with IAC 


